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Thank you
Our vision of Living Knowledge is to make our
intellectual heritage accessible to everyone for
research, inspiration and enjoyment. Fulfilling this
vision would be impossible without significant
philanthropic support.
This year we have been more reliant on your
generous support than ever. As we face significant
financial challenges in the aftermath of the global
health crisis, we are so grateful to each and every
one of you who has shown that your support is
unwavering.
You have enabled us to launch a free digital resource
for learners of all ages to explore children’s literature,
create a new permanent exhibition space where
visitors can discover our extensive sound archive,
make landmark heritage acquisitions and reunite
fragments of medieval manuscripts to open up
unlimited research potential.

It has been a privilege to reflect on the
transformational impact of your support this year
and I am delighted to share with you just some of
the ways in which your donations have made a
difference to researchers, entrepreneurs, scientists,
learners, creatives and thinkers everywhere.
Thank you for your generosity and commitment
to helping us to be the most open, creative and
innovative institution of our kind in the world.
Roly Keating
Chief Executive

Playing our part

Playing
our part
The global health crisis required a radical
change as we steered the Library through the
initial emergency phase and supported the
national effort in the fight against COVID-19.
The importance of our archives proved ever
greater during lockdown. While our buildings
were closed we continued to offer services online,
prioritising urgent medical requests and providing
resources to hundreds of businesses seeking
advice.

800

research
requests
from health
institutions

30%

increase in
collection
items viewed
online

With many parents unexpectedly home schooling
their children, our digital learning resources proved
especially popular, driving new audiences to
engage with our collection.
And throughout all of this, we have been
archiving articles, journals and personal accounts
of the pandemic to help the researchers of
the future.
Your continued support has been a great
reassurance during this difficult time and
enabled us to prioritise helping the national
recovery while maintaining vital services
and our collections.

20%

more visitors
to digital
learning
sites

Your support

Your
support
We are so grateful to all of our donors,
Patrons and Members who allow us to
direct their donations wherever they’re needed
most. Donations like these allow us to be more
reactive, redirecting funds to respond to emerging
needs. This year – given the financial impact of
our prolonged buildings closure – these gifts
have been more crucial than ever.
Thanks to your support, in 2019/20 we have:
• welcomed 18,400 school visitors to our building

10.3million
online learners

88,000
Business & IP
Centre visits

• digitised more of our collection so that it
can be viewed from anywhere in the world
• supported new businesses through over
88,000 visits to our Business & IP Centre

18,400

• supported 10.3 million online learners

school visits

• engaged 40,000 people with our cultural events
• welcomed 1.4 million visitors
• including 26% who were international visitors
We are very thankful to those of you who
support these programmes, and look
forward to sharing more with you
over the coming year.
our
40,000 enjoyed
cultural events

“ The British Library is an amazing
institution that stands for things
I believe in – care for and access
to a great wealth of books and
knowledge for everyone.”
“ I owe a debt to the Library
community, which nurtured
my career.”
“ It is an honor for this American to
help support in any small way the
magnificent and historic work you
carry on. You are not just a treasure of
the UK but of the world. Thank you.”
“ It’s important to me to make a
donation so that the accumulated
knowledge and the skills and
expertise of the staff are not lost.”

Opening up access to early manuscripts

Opening up access
to early manuscripts
A generous donation from The Goldhammer Foundation has allowed
us to make new discoveries into manuscripts severely damaged by
fire almost three centuries ago.
The Cotton Collection is one of our founding collections. In 1731,
while the collection was housed at Ashburnam House in London, a
major fire broke out. Many of the manuscripts were damaged and a
handful were completely destroyed.
Restoration had been carried out on many of the manuscripts, but
boxes remained containing burned fragments. Due to their extremely
fragile nature, these have been inaccessible to Readers and online
users.
A new programme has allowed our conservators to explore new
techniques to better preserve and open up access to these items for
future generations. Multi-spectral imaging has allowed us to read the
fragments for the first time and share these findings on our website.
Work to catalogue the digitised fragments is ongoing but initial
findings include items dating back to Anglo-Saxon times, as well
as a collection of Saints’ Lives written in the 1300s.
Researchers, historians and academics can now explore these
texts which were previously hidden for hundreds of years.
We are very excited to see what further discoveries come
from these fragile and unique fragments, and are extremely
grateful for the support of The Goldhammer Foundation,
which made it possible for us to undertake this work.

Extending our national reach

George Eliot’s Middlemarch manuscript on
display at The Herbert Art Gallery and Museum,
Coventry coinciding with the bicentenary of her
birth in Warwickshire. © British Library

Extending our
national reach

“The Middlemarch manuscript is a wonderful addition to our
George Eliot bicentenary display. It has raised the profile
of the display regionally and we have had visitors arriving
as the museum opens to view it. Without the Treasures on
Tour scheme we would not have had the resources to bring
this fantastic object to Coventry – the basis of George Eliot’s
Midland town of Middlemarch.”
Ali Wells
Curator at The Herbert Art Gallery and Museum

Thanks to generous support from the
Helen Hamlyn Trust, more people than ever
across the UK are able to engage with precious
items from what is truly their national collection.
Through a nationwide partnership programme
we deliver exceptional cultural experiences
with regional libraries, museums and galleries.
Treasures on Tour is a new initiative that has
enabled smaller venues to borrow items that
resonate strongly with their local audience. In
2019 we loaned George Eliot’s Middlemarch –
written in her own hand – to venues in Coventry
and Nuneaton to celebrate the author’s 200th
birthday in the area where she was born.

750,000

people across the UK engaged
with Library supported activities

Through our network of libraries, the Living
Knowledge Network, we have expanded
the reach of our major exhibitions by
providing 25 venues with accompanying
displays. As well as providing people
across the UK with easy access to our
exhibition content, local libraries are
encouraged to engage with their own
collections and curate exhibitions for
their users to explore and enjoy.

Over

53,000

visitors to regional venues where
our Middlemarch manuscript was
on display

The Writing: Making Your Mark touring exhibition at Edinburgh Central Library,
part of the Living Knowledge Network.

Expanding our cultural programme

Expanding our
cultural programme
From Anglo-Saxon kingdoms to 20th century maps,
our exhibitions reflect the richness of our collection,
enliven debate and indulge every possible curiosity.
Our exhibitions programme shines a light on the breadth
of our collection, encouraging new and more diverse
audiences. Thanks to a generous donation from Sir John
Ritblat, in 2019 we completed a project that split our
PACCAR Gallery into two spaces. This created one large
space for major shows and a smaller gallery where we
could programme more focussed exhibitions to attract
new visitors and, in particular, expand our offer to families.
In April 2019 we opened Writing: Making Your Mark
and two months later we opened Leonardo da Vinci:
A Mind in Motion. Having both exhibitions running at
the same time meant that we could double visitors to
our shows.
We opened our first family exhibition in this new space,
Marvellous and Mischievous: Literature’s Young Rebels,
in November 2019, and welcomed an almost entirely
new audience of young book lovers who we hope will
continue to love the Library for a long time to come.

“I just thought the Library would be for researchers.
I never thought to bring the kids here until I saw
this exhibition was on.”
Visitor to Marvellous and Mischievous

Over

64,000

visitors to the first two
exhibitions in our new galleries

83%

of visitors to Marvellous
and Mischievous attended
with children under 16

Image © Nadia Shireen, 2019 –
Jonathan Cape, Penguin Random
House Children’s

Insight into an exceptional mind

Insight into an
exceptional mind
Our exhibition Leonardo da Vinci: A Mind in Motion,
generously supported by Italian design and luxury
brand Automobili Pininfarina, marked 500 years since
Leonardo’s death.
Three of Leonardo’s notebooks – the Codex Arundel, the
Codex Forster and the Codex Leicester – were displayed
together in the UK for the first time. They revealed his
close observations of natural phenomena and how these
studies informed his ability to portray human movement in
the masterpieces for which he is known today.
Visitors to the exhibition were fascinated to see Leonardo’s
famous mirror handwriting, as well as his intricate drawings
on subjects from the motion of waves to the form of light
and shadow.
Automobili Pininfarina connected Leonardo’s creative
mind with their own expertise and innovation, and
displayed their electric zero-emissions Battista hypercar
on our piazza. The partnership was inspired by
Leonardo’s combination of art, design and engineering,
and the enduring relevance of his genius. We are
very grateful for their support which allowed
visitors a glimpse into the unique mind of this
incredible artist.

“Automobili Pininfarina celebrates the spirit of
innovation and we are privileged to honour
a true master... Leonardo was a true Italian
genius, the first person to combine the
disciplines of art, design and engineering –
and from Leonardo in the 16th century to
Pininfarina in 2019, these principles remain
strong.”
Luca Borgogno
Design Director at Automobili Pininfarina,

29,221

visitors to the exhibition

“When
I walked
inside the
Library
I was
in awe”

Lenore England is a former
librarian based in the USA
who generously set up the
‘Patricia G. and Jonathan S.
England – British Library
Innovation Fund’ to support
the Library. She kindly gave
her time to tell us more
about her philanthropy, her
relationship with us and
why libraries matter now
more than ever.

How did you first get involved
with the British Library?
I had a meeting with a publisher in
London six years ago, and they chose
the British Library as our meeting place.
I always knew the British Library by
name thanks to its wonderful reputation,
but this meeting prompted my first
visit. When I walked inside the Library
I was in awe – the beautiful stairs, all the
activity, seeing people really working.
I thought it was a beautiful place to
work – everyone was so glad to be
there. Libraries are a refuge for a lot
of people.
How does the Library’s mission match
your own beliefs and philanthropic
interests?
I find philanthropy very fulfilling and
deeply rewarding. I worked as a librarian
for 25 years so research is important to
me, and the British Library was top of
my list. It looks after our cultural and
intellectual heritage, past and future,
and makes it accessible to everyone.

The vision of an institution is key, and
the Library’s mission statement captured
my philanthropic pursuits – to be open,
creative and innovative.
Your generous funding has newly
established the ‘Patricia G. and
Jonathan S. England – British Library
Innovation Fund’. What excites you
about the impact this fund will have
on our work?
It is so important to give support not
just for now, but for the future. I want
to support innovation at a grassroots
level, which can evolve over time as
technology and culture change. The
Library is the perfect place to do that.
It’s clear here that working with
technology is essential, making the
Library’s collection more widely
available in the UK and internationally.
I have also been inspired by the Library’s
development department. They facilitate
my connection with other staff and
the organisation as a whole. I want to

support their work by speaking out
about what motivates me to give
and working closely with the team to
unlock new fundraising opportunities.
I hope my approach will inspire
other donors.
What do you wish other people
knew about the British Library?
People need to look inside! The building
is beautiful, but for me what’s most
important is how the British Library
supports people both in person and
online. You have a great reach-out to
the public and superb staff that can help
people find what they’re looking for.
Sometimes people come in with cryptic
questions and the staff know exactly
how to interpret them. The work that
goes on behind the scenes is amazing
– moving books from A to B, getting the
collection online and providing services.
Libraries are about open access, freedom
of information and supporting people.
The British Library is a place for people
to be themselves.

Growing our collection

The Lucas Psalter, the British Library, Additional MS 89428
The Lucas Psalter was purchased with the generous assistance
of donations from Art Fund, the Bernard H. Breslauer Fund of
the American Trust for the British Library and the British Library
Collections Trust.

Growing our
collection
Each year, in addition to copies of every book, newspaper
and magazine published in the UK, we add culturally
significant items to the collection to preserve them for
future generations. Without the generosity of our
supporters, we simply would not be able to make many
of these acquisitions.
The generous support of the National Heritage Memorial
Fund, the British Library Collections Trust, the Friends of the
National Libraries and the American Trust for the British
Library, as well as individual donors, allowed us to secure
the Melford Hall manuscript of John Donne poetry. The
manuscript is one of the five largest collections of Donne’s
poems, as well as a small number by other 17th century
poets. It provides major research opportunities, enhancing
our understanding of Donne’s work.
Thanks to the support of Art Fund, the Bernard H. Breslauer
Fund of the American Trust for the British Library and the
British Library Collections Trust, another significant
acquisition was the Lucas Psalter manuscript, dating back
to the 1480s.This rare Psalter is beautifully illuminated
with paintings from one of the most influential artists
of the late Middle Ages.
We are so grateful to our donors who come together to
support important acquisitions, allowing us to uncover
new research potential and secure their future.

our
physical
collection
grows

8km
every
year

New Sound Gallery opens

New Sound
Gallery opens
The American Trust for the British Library has
generously funded a new free permanent exhibition
dedicated to sound and moving image recordings.
The Library is home to the nation’s sound archive stretching
back to the beginning of recorded sound. The new gallery
features hundreds of recordings from our Unlocking our
Sound Heritage project, supported by the National Lottery
Heritage Fund. The recordings cover everything from music
dialects and interviews to poetry readings and the sounds
of nature. Interactive screens allow visitors to access audiovisual collection items too, with curator playlists featuring
some of our most treasured recordings.
Highlights include:
• Roald Dahl reading an excerpt from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory
• John Steinbeck discussing the social issues that led to him
writing The Grapes of Wrath
• Calls from a male walrus off the coast of Canada
• Ghanaian Atumpan ‘talking’ drums used to recite poetry
and send messages across West Africa’s Asante kingdom
• An audio message from Arthur Sullivan (of Gilbert
and Sullivan) to Thomas Edison, recorded on a wax
cylinder in 1888.
We are very grateful to the American Trust for the
British Library for helping us to share this fascinating
area of our collection with more of our visitors.

7million
over

sound and video
recordings in
our archive

The next generation

The next
generation
Thanks to the generous support of Charles and
Nicky Manby, we were delighted to launch Discovering
Children’s Books, a new free website for primary school
children, teachers and lifelong learners. The website features
original manuscripts, notebooks, sketches and storyboards
by renowned authors and illustrators including Lewis Carroll,
Kenneth Grahame, Judith Kerr and Roald Dahl.
The site received wide press coverage and proved instantly
popular on social media, showing the appetite for children’s
literature from readers young and old.
The website also offers activities to encourage children of all
abilities to create their own stories and illustrations inspired
by the collection. Jacqueline Wilson and Axel Scheffler invited
children to create miniature books, following in the footsteps
of the Brontës who stitched together tiny books for their toys.
We were delighted to see some of the responses to our
activity on Twitter. Support from The Goldsmiths’ Company
Charity and the Steel Charitable Trust helped to share this
resource with young people around the UK, particularly
outside of London and the South East
We look forward to seeing how learners of all ages
explore and engage with this inspiring resource.

@JHolder, Liverpool
The #DiscoveringChildrensBooks resources from
@BL_Learning are amazing!!!! So much to explore!

@StGeorgesLibrary, Edinburgh
A couple of miniature books for @BL_Learning:
Fenella’s story about a little bear who loves to
explore the unknown and a mini book ready to
be added to our library catalogue!
@WhecL – WHEC Library, Edinburgh
Now here is a fantastic idea for an activity
to complete at home! Make your very own
tiny book and send a photo to @BL_Learning
– check it out #Edinburghschoollibrarians
#DiscoveringChildrensBooks

100,000
visitors since
launch

Our priorities

Support us
The knowledge and ideas in our extraordinary collection help shape
the world. Philanthropic investment has the power to further open
up these ideas and ensure that future generations can start a journey
of discovery.
Your gift will be transformative, opening up a world of inspiration for
everyone and furthering the potential of our exceptional collection.
Here are some of our priorities. If you would like to find out more about
supporting us, contact us on supporters@bl.uk.
Opening up our collections
Every item in our collection has the potential to inspire, to start a journey
of exploration. We’re seeking support to open up even more of our
collection for everyone through pioneering digitisation, powerful
exhibitions and enlightening events.
Transforming our spaces across the UK
We are seeking philanthropic investment to transform our buildings,
creating spaces to provide the greatest cultural experiences for the next
generation. New exhibition halls, learning centres and business spaces
will increase our capacity, stimulating creativity, encouraging diversity
and reaching more people.
The next generation
Families, school children and members of our local community can
struggle to access meaningful cultural experiences. Your philanthropic
support would empower us to meet the needs of all learners through
a rich mix of creative learning programmes designed to engage
and inspire.
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